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  I am a science nerd through and through. I cannot     [image: I am a science nerd through and through. I cannot get enough of the microscopic identification of itty bitty creatures unseen to the naked eye.  [#ad] In the vast sea of literature available in this day and age, All About Fish and Fellows emerges as a quick science-related read, offering refreshing tales from the ocean while touching on the complexities of marine science.  As someone with a background in marine biology, I found myself delightfully submerged in the depths of this small but mighty book, where every page revealed new insights and sparked the gears of my intellect.  #divebuddies4life #scubabook #oceanlitteracy #scubadiving #underwaterstories] 

  Stay spooky and watch out for zombies this Hallowe [image: Stay spooky and watch out for zombies this Halloween - especially under the water. Apparently, they know how to scuba dive.  Trick-or-treat!  #divebuddies4life #spookyscuba #halloweenunderwater #scubadivingmag  #zombieapocalypse] 

  An Arctic Shanny among a sea of stylish sea urchin [image: An Arctic Shanny among a sea of stylish sea urchins. This Tuesday I'm diving into fish fashion and appreciating the rustic colour and funky patterns on this Shanny.  Nature's artistry never ceases to amaze!  #divebuddies4life #canadiansplash #sharecangeo #underwaternewfoundland #eastcoast #scubadiving] 

  If you are looking for ways to do less while scuba    [image: If you are looking for ways to do less while scuba diving but cover more ground, the revving motor of an underwater scooter is probably the first thing that comes to mind.  [#ad] Underwater scooters can be a fast and fun mode of transportation—as long as you’re riding safely, comfortably and considerately. This summer we were lucky enough to zoom around on the @asiwo_sports Manta Scooter in one of the local lakes!] 

  Underwater scooters can be a fast and fun mode of  [image: Underwater scooters can be a fast and fun mode of transportation—as long as you’re riding safely, comfortably and considerately.  [#ad] The @asiwo_sports Manta Sea Scooter is an affordable and innovative scooter designed to let swimmers and snorkelers explore the sea to their heart's content.  Personally, I loved Manta Scooter. While I may not be winning any races on it, this beginner sea scooter was perfect for me to boogie around on. It had enough power to pull comfortably in heavy cold water gear but not too much power that I felt like I was being peeled from the Manta’s grip.  ♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡  #divebuddies4life #scubadiving #mantaseascooter #underwatergear #asiworeview] 

  Spring has sprung.🌸🌷 We can't wait for the [image: Spring has sprung.🌸🌷  We can't wait for the warm weather and flowers to start blooming!  ♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡  While it may not look so, this pretty little white flower with the air bubble encapsulating its center portion, was photographed underwater in the sun-kissed shallows of Coteau Creek right next to Diefenbaker Lake in Saskatchewan.  #saskatchewandiving #canadianspalsh #divebuddies #waterplant #sharecangeo] 

  Future scuba diver and beach bum ❤️🤿 [image: Future scuba diver and beach bum ❤️🤿] 

  There is so much interesting animal behaviour to w [image: There is so much interesting animal behaviour to watch on the reefs of Bonaire.  Here you can observe a black and white banded butterflyfish fish swimming around an orangy sponge bowl. This was one of two, a pair that seemed very territorial. It was neat to see this butterflyfish circling and protecting its "spongy nest".⠀ ⠀ ♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡♡⠀ ⠀ #divebuddies4life #scubadiving #bonairediving #fishbehaviour #bonaire⠀] 
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